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ABOUT US

HELLO FROM
HACHETTE BOARDGAMES UK

We are thrilled to introduce our full catalogue for 
2024 from our 16 independent studio partners.

Whether you are looking for games that appeal 
to a hardcore gaming audience or just looking 
for some casual escapes, we have a wide 
selection to suit everyone’s tastes. From classic 
wooden abstracts to kids taking down zombies 
in the playground, we’ve got it all.

WHO IS HACHETTE? 

Hachette Livre was founded as a book publisher 
in Paris in 1826 by Louis Hachette. The Hachette 
Livre Group provides everything from formal 
text books to captivating comics. Always with 
a focus on impressive variety and outstanding 
quality, Hachette always tailors its offerings to 
its audience. This philosophy also underpins 
their 2019 growth into board games, bringing 
together some of the industry’s top publishers.
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EVERGREEN TITLES

MSRP:  £25.00    CODE:  GAKR-EN

1-4
25

AKROPOLIS
8+

P16

MSRP:  £20.00    CODE:  OK-SS2

2-5
20

SCOUT GB
9+

£20.00    CODE:  OK-SS2

P6

MSRP:  £28.00    CODE:  FLY023STP

2-4
15

STOMP THE PLANK
5+

P29

1-6

MSRP:  £45.00    CODE:  AFTUS-EIF

45

AFTER US
12+

P10



COMING IN 2024
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AVAILABLE NOW

COMING SOON

We have a lot of new and exciting games coming in 2024, so make sure you don’t miss out. 

Find more information about each game on its listed catalogue page and use this reference to help 
secure your pre-orders today – www.hachetteboardgames.co.uk
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OINK GAMES OINK GAMES
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MSRP: £20.00
CODE: OK-DSA
CASE: 12 UNITS

MSRP: £20.00
CODE: OK-INS
CASE: 12 UNITS

MSRP: £20.00
CODE: OK-STAR
CASE: 12 UNITS

2-6 2-4

2-4

30 20

20

DEEP SEA ADVENTURE INSIDER

STARTUPS

Swim deeper for better treasure – just don’t drown. 
The hugely popular push your luck game. Roll the dice and 
dive deeper, choosing if you should pick up the treasure. In a 
competitive game with a shared oxygen supply, just make it 
back to the sub before your treasure weighs you down.

20 questions with a hidden traitor.
Players are secretly assigned roles: one Master, one Insider and 
Commons. The Master is secretly given a word from the deck. 
The Insider then secretly looks at this word as well. All players 
have 5 minutes to ask ‘yes or no’ questions to guess the Master’s 
word correctly. The Insider must guide everyone to the correct 
answer without being caught to win.

Six startups could change the world – will you be 
part of their success? 
Invest in companies but beware, you’ll only make money if you 
have complete control in this clever filler. Spend money wisely 
during each rounds bidding before players pay out for unlucky 
investments and reap the rewards of majority shares.

8+

MSRP: £20.00
CODE: OK-SS2
CASE: 12 UNITS2-5

20

SCOUT GB

Poach opponent artists and outperform their 
circus shows. 
A delightful card-shedding game, where each card has a 
different number on its top and bottom. Players cannot 
rearrange their hand once dealt, only choosing its orientation. 
Play sets and runs, ‘scout’ for new cards in a bid to empty your 
hand first.

9+

9+

9+

Add new roles with 
Insider Black – and 
combine to play 
with up to 11 players.



OINK GAMES OINK GAMES
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MSRP: £20.00
CODE: OK-WTL
CASE: 12 UNITS

MSRP: £20.00
CODE: OK-DRO
CASE: 12 UNITS

MSRP: £20.00
CODE: OK-T77
CASE: 12 UNITS

2-5 2-5

1-5

30 15

15

WHALE TO LOOK DRO POLTER

TOWN 77

Bluff, bet and send tourists out to sea. 
The bay is full as rival companies send whale-watching tourists 
out to sea. Bruno Faidutti’s beautiful design meets Oink’s 
beautiful production in a game of betting and bluffing.

Eerie noises wake you up in the middle of the night. 
OoOOoo…Thud. Boom. One by one, ghostly figures begin to 
appear from beneath your bed. You hurriedly grab all of the 
lucky charms that you have been collecting just for this kind 
of situation. Using one hand, will you be able to drop only the 
necessary lucky charms on command, with no mistakes? It’s 
time to push your palms to the limit.

Selfish citizens don’t want to share in Town 77? 
Players build Town 77 together, ensuring no house on any street 
shares the same style to please its selfish residents. A sudoku-
style puzzle driven by clever hand management, as you aim 
to empty your hand first – but if ever you can’t play, you are 
eliminated from the round.

9+

MSRP: £20.00
CODE: OK-NTE
CASE: 12 UNITS2-5

30

NINE TILES EXTREME

Nine Tiles just got even tougher. 
With over 200,000 copies sold, Nine Tiles is back with another 
hit for the range – now more even more chaotic than before. 
With multi-purpose patterns, that can be matched by either 
colour or shape race to fill your 3x3 grid in a speed-puzzle game 
that’ll burn your brains even more.

9+

6+

9+



CATCH UP GAMES CATCH UP GAMES
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MSRP: £45
CODE: AFTUS-EIF
CASE: 6 UNITS

MSRP: £20.00
CODE: FARA
CASE: 6 UNITS

MSRP: £00.00
CODE: XXXX
CASE: 6 UNITS

1-6 2-6

2-5

45 25

25

AFTER US FARAWAY

COURTISANS

2083. Humankind is extinct.
Now, the apes rule the Earth. 
Guide your tribe towards collective intelligence in a 
deck-building game with an intuitive combo system. 
Simultaneous gameplay means this engine-efficiency 
eurogame can accommodate up to 6 players within a 
45 minute game time production in a game of betting 
and bluffing.

Explore a mysterious land, fulfilling quests
as you return home. 
Welcome to Alula a mysterious continent, shaped by the rhythm 
of the seasons. Every card you draft represents a new region, 
over the course of the game you will play 8 cards from left to 
right. These cards are used to fulfil and create new objectives 
that you score from right to left on your journey home.

When the Queen holds her banquet,
skullduggery is on the menu. 
Receive and play 3 cards on your turn. One at the Queen’s table, 
to sway a family’s influence. Another played to an opponent’s 
domain and the last to your own domain. Depending on 
influence and status, families will score positively or negatively 
at the end of the game. Choose wisely in a game where no trick 
is too dirty at the Queen’s table.

12+

MSRP: £15
CODE: MIND
CASE: 6 UNITS1-6

45

MIND UP

Choose the right card – get the right colour. 
A fantastic filler where players simultaneously reveal 
one card form their hand. From lowest to highest, 
these are exchanged and replaced.

10+

10+

8+



STUDIO H STUDIO H
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MSRP: £22.00
CODE: STVAM
CASE: 6 UNITS3-5

20

VAMPIRE VILLAGE

Fortify your village against monsters – 
and direct them to your neighbours. 
When night falls, ferocious monsters storm the 
villages in this hostile region.

Build your defences, call upon heroes – and
direct the most dangerous creatures to your 
neighbours in a game of drafting and being 
attacked by activists.

How far are you willing to go to take over
the city?

10+
MSRP: £30.00
CODE: STUMID
CASE: 6 UNITS2-5

25

MIDDLE AGES

Tile-by-tile become the wealthiest noble as you 
develop your fiefdom. 
From designer Marc Andre (Splendor), each turn players 
select a plot. Every element you add to your medieval city 
has its own scoring system and ways to trigger interactive 
effects. After just 16 rounds the player who has amassed the 
most money wins.

10+

MSRP: £17.00
CODE: STUNUT
CASE: 6 UNITS2-5

20

NUTTY BUSINESS

Central Park, 1925: smuggle illegal cargo as 
squirrel gangsters. 
Dodge police raids and sneak past customs as you smuggle 
nuts into Central Park. With symmetrical hands, players add 
one card to either of two piles before activating both effects. 
After only 8 turns the player with the most nuts wins.

10+



STUDIO H STUDIO H
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MSRP: £50.00
CODE: STUVIR
CASE: 6 UNITS2-4

90

SUSPECTS

VIRTUAL REVOLUTION

Take over dystopian neo-Paris. 
2047. Most of humanity escapes reality through 
Verses, virtual universes, developed by powerful mega 
corporations. These businesses are willing to do anything 
and everything to gain market share. You work for one of 
them and your mission is to become the ruler of Neo-Paris.

With three actions per turn, decide whether to recruit 
agents, generate income, build servers, start new Verses, 
or improve your reputation. Because your actions are not 
always legal, you risk attracting Interpol’s attention or 
being attacked by activists. How far are you willing to go
to take over the city?

CLAIRE HARPER
TAKES THE STAGE

ETERNAL DETECTIVE 
CLAIRE HARPER

ADELE & NEVILLE, 
INVESTIGATIVE REPORTERS

MSRP: £25.00
CODE: STU027SU
CASE: 6 UNITS

MSRP: £27.00
CODE: STU027SU2
CASE: 6 UNITS

MSRP: £29.00
CODE: STUSU3
CASE: 6 UNITS

Crack the case with your friends. 
Suspects is a series of investigative games with minimal 
rules and all are character-driven, in the style of the 
novels of Agatha Christie. Choose from three different 
chapters, each with three murder mysteries to solve. 
Follow eternal detective Claire Harper or investigative 
reporters Adele & Neville on their adventures.

14+

1-6
60 10+

MSRP: £19.00
CODE: STUVAA
CASE: 6 UNITS

MSRP: £24.00
CODE: STUVIVA
CASE: 6 UNITS

2-5

2-4

20

20

VAALBARA

VIVARIUM

Lead your clan across the lands of Vaalbara. 
All players have the same deck of 12 cards representing the 
members of their tribe. Each turn, players secretly choose 
one card. In the order of initiative of the revealed Characters, 
players will be able to activate their powers and take one of 
the available Territories.

Each type of Territory has its own way of scoring points 
(collection, pair, diversity, risk…). Deciding between playing 
the best powers and high initiatives at the most opportune 
moment will be difficult. After 9 rounds, the player with 
the most points wins the game and unites the tribes of the 
continent under their banner.

Collect strange creatures with dominoes. 
Each turn, exchange one of your dominoes with the one in 
the middle to create coordinates that determine which card 
you take from the board. Using the numbers available to you, 
decide to collect a new type or colour of creature, gain useful 
equipment, or take on a new contract for more points.

10+

10+



GIGAMIC GIGAMIC
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MSRP: £27.00
CODE: GFXLH-EN
CASE: 6 UNITS

MSRP: £25.00
CODE: GAKR-EN
CASE: 6 UNITS

3-12

2-4

20

25

HELLAPAGOS
BIG BOX

AKROPOLIS

Cooperative until the food runs out. 
After becoming shipwrecked, your group of castaways 
finds themselves on a desert island. At first, the 
surroundings seem like paradise, but life soon proves 
difficult. Water and food are scarce. It’s doubtful whether 
everyone can survive this diet.

There is only one solution: Construct a large raft together. 
But don’t waste any time, because the clouds on the 
horizon suggest the arrival of a dangerous hurricane.

Build a cohesive city. 
The most talented architects in ancient Greece stand 
ready to achieve this goal. Build an Akropolis full of 
housing, temples, markets, gardens and barracks, so you 
can grow your city and ensure it triumphs over the others. 
Raise its prestige with harmonious planning that conforms 
to specific rules, and enhance it by building plazas. 

10+

8+
MSRP: £30.00
CODE: GCRFO-EN
CASE: 6 UNITS

MSRP: £30.00
CODE: GCRSA-EN
CASE: 6 UNITS

2-5

2-5

30

30

CRITICAL: FOUNDATION
(SEASON 1)

CRITICAL: SANCTUARY 
(SEASON 1)

Foil the plans of cyberpunk corporations. 
It’s 2035, and the world has changed a little. Huge 
multinationals have taken over, and nanotechnologies are part 
of everyday life. Investigate sensitive cases and undertake 
delicate operations as a secret agent.

Critical: Foundation (Season 1) is constructed like a television 
series, with each of the nine episodes taking 30 minutes to 
play. You can take on the role of Gamemaster or play as one of 
the characters to put yourself in the story. The game provides 
an RPG-style experience with board game scaffolding via 
character cards and dice-based combat.

Reveal the mysteries of this fantasy land. 
Beyond the Neveen sea, something strange is unfolding on 
the Crescent archipelago, the cradle of the gods. Tombs that 
have long lain dormant have awakened, and ancient tales of 
monsters now abound. The Explorers’ Guild is seeking to unveil 
these mysterious new occurrences, and has sent its most 
talented members.

14+

14+



* Not compatible with display table.

GIGAMIC GIGAMIC
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Do you have what it takes to win this
crazy task off? 
Team up and task off. Each round two teams go head-to-
head whilst the third referees. Race to complete whacky 
challenges using the game’s unusual components to win 
points for your team in a game that’s 100% fun and laughs.

MSRP: £25.00
CODE: GTRO-EN
CASE: 6 UNITS2-9

20

TASK TEAM
14+

MSRP: £35.00
CODE: GCQW-EN
CASE: 6 UNITS2

15

QAWALE

Mancala with a twist. 
Simultaneously simple and tactical, Qawale is inspired piles 
of stones found along paths. Just as nature bends everything 
to its whims, prepare to be transported by the twists and 
turns of the abstract strategy in this incredible game.

Each player takes 8 stones in their colour. The third colour 
is neutral and is placed in the 4 corners of the board. On 
your turn, add a stone on top of any pile and move it. When 
moving a pile, you must leave a stone on each space you 
cross. The first player to get 4 of their stones in a row, looking 
at the board from above, wins the game.

8+
CODE:  2PRTCLA     CASE:  20 UNITS

1-2 2

2-4

2-4

2

10 15

15

15

15

CLASSIC TABLE DISPLAY

KATAMINO* QUARTO

QUIXO

QUORIDOR

PYLOS

We offer a customer-engaging demo unit to display and stock our abstract game line. 
This unit creates an in-store experience for customers by allowing them to interact with 
our games before they commit to purchasing. Each unit offers space for a demo copy of a 
game as well as space to stock games and space to display game rules, which allows you 
to engage with it as much, or as little, as you want. With a small footprint and built in shelf 
space, this demo unit makes a big impact without compromising valuable store space. 

6+ 8+

8+

8+

8+

MSRP: £35.00
CODE: GZKC-EN
CASE: 6 UNITS

MSRP: £35.00
CODE: GCQA-EN
CASE: 6 UNITS

MSRP: £35.00
CODE: GCQI-EN
CASE: 6 UNITS

MSRP: £35.00
CODE: GCQO-EN
CASE: 6 UNITS

MSRP: £35.00
CODE: GCPY-EN
CASE: 6 UNITS



This tricksy puzzler is now available in 3D. 
A logic puzzle with high-end wooden shapes that must 
be arranged to construct a cylindrical tower. With over 
45,000 unique solutions this new version of Katamino 
can be played co-operatively or as a solitaire puzzle.

GIGAMIC GIGAMIC
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MSRP: £37.00
CODE: GZKT
CASE: 6 UNITS

MSRP: £13.00
CODE: GMLI-EN
CASE: 6 UNITS MSRP: £36.00

CODE: GCPAC
CASE: 6 UNITS

1-2

2-5

2-5

10

20

15

KATAMINO TOWER

LINE IT QUORIDOR
PAC-MAN

Pocket the jackpots and close your line at 
just the right time. 
Build ascending and descending lines to score points. 
Will you play it safe and cash-in early or push-your-luck 
to hit the jackpot. A clever filler meets a party game.

Social media and event superstar 
Quoridor is back. 
With the original game selling over 2 million 
copies and hitting 1 BILLION views online, 
Quoridor Pac-Man is coming in 2024.

Still FSC certified, this glorious wooden game 
now has a vibrant, colourful counterpart with a 
new game mode for 2-5 players. Choose from the 
original race across the board or the new game 
of Pac-Man vs. the Ghosts – as players simply 
choose to move or place a wall, adding a new 
obstacle for their opponents in a dynamic maze.

6+

8+

8+



SORRY WE ARE FRENCH SORRY WE ARE FRENCH
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MSRP: £60.00
CODE: ZWZHA
CASE: 6 UNITS1-4

60

ZHANGUO:
THE FIRST EMPIRE

Earn the Emperor’s approval. 
In Zhanguo: The First Empire, you go along with 
the Emperor’s plans to offer your family a place 
in the terracotta army.

To help you in this challenging task, six cards will 
be at your disposal every round. They will give 
you permanent support during the rest of the 
game or will obtain the Emperor’s approval for 
your actions.

At the end of the game, the player who made 
the greatest contribution to the Emperor’s cause 
by scoring the most points wins.

14+

Discover new characters and buildings. 
IKI: Akebono introduces a new location to discover in Edo: the 
bridge of Nihonbashi, which expands the main street and offers 
players new opportunities.

The Akebono expansion also adds new character cards, 
building cards, and new pipe, tobacco, and fish tokens for more 
strategic depth and decision making.

MSRP: £30.00
CODE: SWIKIE
CASE: 6 UNITS

MSRP: £50.00
CODE: SWIKI
CASE: 6 UNITS

2-4

2-4

60

60

IKI: AKEBONO

IKI

Spend a year in feudal Tokyo. 
Live a whole year in Edo (modern-day Tokyo) and try to become 
the best Edokko (‘’child of Edo’’), by ensuring the well-being and 
prosperity of the city and its inhabitants.

Recruit characters from different trades, put them to work 
in Nihonbashi, the town’s main street, and build up their 
experience until they retire.

The winner is the Edokko with the most IKI, a philosophical 
concept from the Edo period considered as an ideal of life.

10+

14+



SORRY WE ARE FRENCH SORRY WE ARE FRENCH
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MSRP: £33.00
CODE: SWGOS-EN
CASE: 6 UNITS

MSRP: £00.00
CODE: XXXXX
CASE: 6 UNITS

2

2-4

40

20

GOSU X

IN THE FOOTSTEPS 
OF MARIE CURIE

Head-to-head tactical card battle. 
Gosu X is a combo card game in which players 
build up their army using the cards from their 
deck, made of 3 of the 8 clans in the game. The 
2 clans unchosen by either player add ongoing 
rules and effects. At the end of each round, a 
Great Battle takes place, where the player with the 
highest military value comes closer to victory.

Enter Marie Curie’s laboratory and help 
the famous scientist win her double 
Nobel Prize. 
Conduct experiments, improve your workshop and 
complete Marie Curie’s research before the other 
players.

14+

8+

MSRP: £35.00
CODE: SWDAR
CASE: 6 UNITS2-5

30

IN THE FOOTSTEPS
OF DARWIN

Discover new animal species around
the world. 
Twenty years after his expedition around the 
world, Charles Darwin is writing On the Origins of 
Species. He wants to gather new information about 
animal life, particularly about continents he hardly 
explored. Who other than young naturalists, eager 
for discovery, could help the renowned scholar 
finish writing his most famous work?

During your journey aboard The Beagle, study 
animals, carry out artographic surveys, publish 
your findings, and develop theories. Your goal is to 
score more Victory Points than your opponents to 
determine who contributed the most to the
Origin of Species.

10+



IMAGE?

RANDOLPH RANDOLPH
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MSRP: £30.00
CODE: RAN-MIL
CASE: 6 UNITS1-6

30

MILLER ZOO

Miller Zoo is THE cooperative family 
game where you play the team in 
charge of running one of Canada’s most 
interesting zoos. 
Your job is to work together to take care of your 
zoo’s animals, and to welcome new ones to their 
new home. As a team, everyone plays together at 
the same time to overcome challenges and crises. 
The game also contains 6 envelopes to discover, 
with new animals, new challenges, and many more 
surprises that make the game evolve in new and 
exciting ways.

Goal: Play the real Miller Zoo team and welcome 
all the new arrivals while also taking care of the 
animals already under your charge. Watch out 
though, unexpected situations and crises are sure 
to throw a monkey wrench into your plans. 

8+

MSRP: £30.00
CODE: CDSK
CASE: 6 UNITS2-8

30

OH REALLY?

Prove to your friends you know them the best? 
Created by visual artist MC Marquis, players aim to order 
which five topics their friends prefer. A great ice-breaker, 
social tool – or just plain fun party game.

16+

MSRP: £30.00
CODE: CDSK
CASE: 6 UNITS2-10

30

CDSK

On a scale of 1 to 10, how well do you know...? 
CDSK is a trivia game that asks you to be honest with 
yourselves: how well do you know this subject?

Too confident? You won’t go anywhere. Too careful? You’ll 
be crawling. But if you answer just right... you’ll zoom off to 
glorious victory.

Draw a card matching the space you’re on. Test your 
knowledge on a scale of 1 to 10. Then move your piece as far 
forward as the difficulty you set... if you get the answer right.

8+

1-6

MSRP: £25.00
CODE: SEAS
CASE: 6 UNITS

30

SEASIDE

Create your seaside with elements that the 
waves send your way. 
Create your seaside one token at a time, with a boardless 
boardgame that you can play anywhere. As you explore the 
shore, choose a tile and apply its effect to gather as many 
tokens as you can – the highest stack at the end of the
game wins.

10+



GRRRE GAMES THE FLYING GAMES
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MSRP: £39.00
CODE: GRRR-RAU
CASE: 6 UNITS

MSRP: £28.00
CODE: FLY023STP
CASE: 6 UNITS2-5 2-4

30 10

RAUHA STOMP THE PLANK

Bring your world back to life. 
After millennia of sterility, life has sprung again on 
Rauha. As a venerable Shaman, one of its five worlds 
has been entrusted to you.

Your powers are divine and allow you to shape the 
environment in order to turn this world into a cradle 
of life energy, keeper of serenity and harmony for 
the centuries to come. 

Obtain the most victory points, represented as Life 
Energy, to win the game. You have 2 Ages to turn 
your world into an energetic core of Rauha.

In Age 1, vegetation, terrain, and wildlife will appear. 
In Age 2, civilizations will thrive.

Cheeky pirates push their luck and try 
not to fall off their planks. 
After millennia of sterility, life has sprung again on 
Steal as much treasure as you dare but if you’re 
caught – you’ll walk the plank.

A push-your-luck game with incredible table 
presence and big “Jenga moments” that make
it a firm favourite whether it’s a table full of adults 
or kids.

10+ 4+



FUNNY FOX FUNNY FOX
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MSRP: £27.00
CODE: FFSI
CASE: 6 UNITS

MSRP: £20.00
CODE: FUMIN-EN
CASE: 6 UNITS

MSRP: £40.00
CODE: FUMYT-EN
CASE: 6 UNITS3-8

4-14

2-4
30

20

40

SECRET IDENTITY

MIND MAP

MYTIKAS

Guess the identity of your opponents 
using pictogram clues. 
A party game for all to enjoy. Cards numbered 
1-8 show a name for all players to see. Whether 
it’s a celebrity or fictional character, your secret, 
numbered key shows who you are this round. 
Use pictograms to give clues so others can guess 
your identity and bag the most points.

Use two sliding scales for everyone
to guess your secret word. 
A party game fit for all. Make your opponents 
guess your secret word. Place your co-ordinate 
token amidst a chart with different criteria along 
each axis. Push your logic to limit to interpret the 
clues – as correct guesses mean more points.

Where the Gods reign supreme, you 
are a builder constructing cities and 
temples. 
The higher you build the more you earn their 
praise – but the more you must work to gather and 
transport your resources.

A 3D board centres a mid-weight game of resource 
management, worker placement and chaining 
actions on your opponents’ turns. 

10+

10+

10+



LA BOÎTE DE JEU LA BOÎTE DE JEU
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MSRP: £38.00
CODE: LBDJ-EC
CASE: 6 UNITS

MSRP: £80.00
CODE: BDJFTM
CASE: 6 UNITS

2-4

1-4

45

90

EVIL CORP

FROM THE MOON

It ain’t easy terrorizing human villages – 
but someone has to do it. 
We, at Evil Corp, have worked 666 generations to 
frighten the humans – and we’re the best. Become 
the new CEO to win the game. A mid-weight, 
bag building euro with a tongue-in-cheek theme 
as you send monsters to villages, recruit new 
employees and activate powers to advance terror, 
generate magic, earn coin and seize power.

Find a new place to survive in the 
galaxy and save humankind. 
Launch three survival missions before life on Earth 
ends. Each faction much build ship parts and 
their own lunar bases. A unique worker placement 
game where players customise their “workers” by 
loading crew members onto different ships.

12+

14+

MSRP: £48.00
CODE: BDJTDV-EN
CASE: 6 UNITS2-5

45

TRIBES OF
THE WIND

Build a new home in the tree tops. 
After centuries of exploiting nature, mankind 
caused a new type of pollution to spread on the 
whole planet, destroying all forms of life on its path. 
Scattered groups of people managed to survive in 
small forests that somehow remained unscathed, 
hiding in high cities built in the tree canopy. 

Use your elemental magic as a Guide to fight 
against pollution. Have forests grow, build new cities 
in the canopy, and secure the future of humanity.

10+



BLAM!
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CARTAVENTURA

CARTAVENTURA 
VERSAILLES

CARTAVENTURA 
LHASSA

CARTAVENTURA 
CARAVANS

CARTAVENTURA 
OKLAHOMA

CARTAVENTURA 
HOLLYWOOD

CARTAVENTURA 
VINLAND

CARTAVENTURA 
ODYSSEY

CODE: CARTA-VERS

CODE: BLM051CA

CODE: BLMCACAR

MSRP: £12.00 
CASE: 6 UNITS

CODE: BLM049CA

CODE: BLMCAHOL

CODE: BLM052CA

CODE: CAR-ODY

Today you set off on an incredible journey. 
Each choice you make will change your 
adventure. 
Each choose-your-own adventure is written alongside 
expert historians. With 5 endings each, explore history 
through the eyes of those who lived it.

1-6
60 10+
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MSRP: £17.90 
CASE: 6 UNITS

1-5
20

MY FIRST 
ADVENTURE

4+

A “choose your own adventure” book 
series for children. 
In a variety of settings, once the story is over you 
can live a brand new adventure, using new items 
and characters to change your path.

GAME FLOW

FINDING THE 
DRAGON
CODE: GAM014MY

ARGONUTS
CODE: GAMARG

JOURNEY TO 
OCHRE LAND
CODE: GAM024MY

DISCOVERING 
ATLANTIS
CODE: GAM034AT



GAME FLOW LUMBERJACKS STUDIO
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MSRP: £25.00
CODE: GF-DDD
CASE: 6 UNITS

MSRP: £00.00
CODE: GAMPA1
CASE: 6 UNITS

MSRP: £38.00
CODE: LUM-ART
CASE: 6 UNITS

MSRP: £20.00
CODE: LUMGOD
CASE: 6 UNITS

2-5

1

1-6

2-10

20

30

40

20

DREAM DRAGON DREAM

MY PUZZLE ADVENTURE

ART PROJECT

GODDAM DILEMMA

Adventurers work together to find precious 
treasure but don’t wake the dragon. 
Co-operate and frantically search for treasure around the sleeping 
dragon. Find the exact objects you need – but their slumber is 
disturbed for each mistake you make. Too many mistakes and his 
eyes will open – and he’s always hungry after a nap.

My Puzzle Adventure is the revival of a classic:
the jigsaw puzzle.
My Puzzle Adventure is the revival of a classic: the jigsaw puzzle. 
Complete the puzzle then, once the 42 pieces are placed, remove 
them in order and discover the story by turning them over.
Each new piece provides the clue to find the next one.

Can you stop The White Hand’s cultural plunder?
You are the Art Rescue Team and you must use your skills and 
resources to recover stolen works of art around the globe.

An informal turn structure ensures players truly have to plan and 
work as a team in a tight, dynamic resource management game. 
6 maps with 4 difficulty levels each included in the core game.

A superpower with a big caveat – will you accept 
the dilemma? 
Asking all the big questions, Goddam Dilemma is a party game 
for ages 16 and up designed to keep everyone in fits of laughter. 
So, do you think your friend would accept to control the weather 
BUT every time they fart they get a nosebleed…?

6+

5+

13+

16+
2-10

A superpower with a big caveat – will you accept 
the dilemma? 
Asking all the big questions, Goddam Dilemma is a party game 
for ages 16 and up designed to keep everyone in fits of laughter. 
So, do you think your friend would accept to control the weather 
BUT every time they fart they get a nosebleed…?BUT every time they fart they get a nosebleed…?



OLDCHAP GAMES SUPER MEEPLE
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MSRP: £29.50
CODE: SMEXP
CASE: 6 UNITS2-6

30

EXPEDITIONS: 
AROUND THE 
WORLD

Guide common expeditions to your secret 
destinations. 
All players at the table contribute to the efforts of 
three different expeditions, trying to influence their 
progress to achieve the own, individual objectives.
A hugely interactive but accessible and fun game.

8+

MSRP: £30.00
CODE: OLDCOM
CASE: 6 UNITS2

20

ACCOMPLICES

Team up in search of loot and help 
each other avoid the security lasers. 
With one player wearing blue goggles and the 
other wearing red – you can only see half the 
security lasers each. As burglars, you have to 
work together to nab as much loot as possible
in two minutes.

10+

MSRP: £13.50
CODE: OLD-FOC
CASE: 6 UNITS2

15

FOCUS
10+

Communicate... without speaking. 
A cooperative and addictive deduction game for 
2 players. 168 illustrations and 3 game modes for 
novices to experts.

MSRP: £00.00
CODE: XXXX
CASE: 6 UNITS1-4

30

KRONOLOGIC
10+

Solve the mysteries of the Paris Opera in 
1920. 
Play in an era of your choosing and unravel a series 
of unexplained afairs to reestablish the truth. Collect 
clues about the movements of the implicated 
characters, by determining where ther were at the 
time of the incident. Do you have what it takes to be 
the first to solve the mystery?



UNFRIENDLY GAMES YAQUA STUDIO
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MSRP: £38.00
CODE: NEKO
CASE: 6 UNITS

MSRP: £20.00
CODE: CRAL
CASE: 8 UNITS1-5 2-6

15 20

NEKOJIMA CRACK LIST

Build a tangle of power lines across 
four districts of Nekojima. 
Nekojima (‘The Island of Cats’) need power 
supplied to its lively districts. A wooden game 
of skill and dexterity, in which you must keep 
a huge structure in balance. Stack power lines, 
ensuring no cables touch – but be careful the 
structure doesn’t fall.

The crack-you-up categories card game.
Categories meets Uno in a hilarious party game for the 
entire family.

To play cards from your hand, name a word that starts 
with that letter matching the current category.

Some letters will make others pick up cards and 
change category in a race to empty your hand first.

7+ 14+

CRACK LIST

The crack-you-up categories card game.
Categories meets Uno in a hilarious party game for the 
entire family.

To play cards from your hand, name a word that starts 
with that letter matching the current category.

Some letters will make others pick up cards and 
change category in a race to empty your hand first.
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Rory Kelly - Sales Manager

T: +44 (0) 753 9109 569
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